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THE ART OF GETTING ALONG .. OR IS IT SOMETHING ELSE.
"He (or she) gets along with
everyone." This today, seems to
be the criteria for job qualifications above all other things.
Many signs show that it is very
important for mankind to get
along; but at what level of "getting along" are job aspirants evaluated? Does it really mean .. "he
has no visible enemies, so we are
safe in hiring him!"? Everyone in
society seems terrified of making
enemies; even more so than
primitive man of a man eating tiger on the rampage. Is this modern man's monster? Enemies can
kill present and potential jobs by
just making themselves known.
Enemies can also be a Brand of
Character, marking the job applicant as courageous and able to
stand alone. The kind of enemies
and the why of the situations
should be throughly investigated,
but all too often are not.
How does one "get along"?
Does it mean that when we disagree with anyone we make it a
practice to remain silent? This
may be prudence and very well a
virtue. Even if we say that we
disagree pleasantly and politely
and give the reasons, we may still
get along.
·
It is pleasant for everyone to
get along well and have friends.
All of us would rather be in this
state of happiness with our fellow

man; and it is a state of happiness
to have such control over our
tongue that we do not offend.
There is however the kind of disagreement that is ba~ed on principles; and in making a stand we
do generate enemies. Let us look
again at the job criteria of "getting
along". What kind of responsible
job is anyone who gets along so
well, really qualified for? Let us
think this through.
Those of us who say that we are
getting along in our job and earning a salary; how many times does
this "getting along" involve participating and covering up for real
dishonesty in our co-workers and
ourselves? There is a difference
between dishonesty you know
and mistakes that can be corrected by a simple discussion between fellow workers . I am talking about dishonesty that no effort
is made to correct. I am also talking about conversations and attitudes that are discussed which are
harmful to the general welfare of
all. We can close our ears and our
eyes and pretend that we are not a
part of it by our silence. But when
we do this; think; are we not generating a dishonest situation all
around that undermines our own
self respect and the entire organization and society of which we
are a part? What is the reward to a
society that presents to their

youth a value so disparingly false?
Perhaps if a standard of honor,
no matter how naive it may be,
were a more important qualification for a job, we would have
fewer social problems. Perhaps
the really qualified people because they are not only qualified
but they are doing an honest job
that shows up those who have
been expert in cheating their employer do not "get along." Perhaps an honorable person who
has been busily working at their
job is accosted with phrases like
this from older employees. "Your
working too hard." "Don't put
yourself out like that, it won't be
appreciated." Then to prove their
words the honorable person is relieved of the position which is given to another who "can get
along".
Ask youi:self: all who read this
article, is this not true in many
instances? Do you participate in
this kind of thing?
How long can anyone remain
honest under these circumstances
and live? I have been told many
times, "its either one way or its
the other." Conform or die. Conform to what? I have been isolated as an outcast for this reason;
of course other excuses are given
but everyone who voices them
knows that they are not the true
one. The real reason has to do

with a firm stand for principle,
and a tendency to fight for survival when attacked. We will now get
to the relationship of this remark
for its bearing on the future of
mankind on earth.
History repeats over and over
again the story of civilization after
civilization that has risen to g·reat
heights in controlling their environment only to fall by decadence
from within. Evidences to this
reason are given plainly. Socrates
was offered the hemlock cup because he tried to warn Greece. He
even had positive suggestions for
better society which one can read
about in Plato's Republic. Rome;
what were the circumstances
around which it burned? How did
the people live and enjoy themselves then? Movies have been
very descriptive.
These are only a sample of
what any History teacher or Sociolody teacher can embellish from
different points of view far beyond my meager ability. Who
took over, how and with what results? A period of suffering and
sorrow was experienced for a
large period of time by the people.
Then mankind rose again with the
Renaissance and we have so far
continued in a state of progress.
Was not Pilate "getting along"
when he washed his hands of the
crucifixion ofan "innocent man"?

This way he did not make
enemies, except in history; but
again let us leave subjective mat~
ter for the "Coffee Hour" of
which we are all so fond. How do
these remarks effect our family of
mankind today?
· Let us think. Where can we find
a set of values worth standing up
for? Are our values dictated by
the people we surround ourselves
with? Where do they get their values and how do these values hold
up to the candle of history? Are
we not at a period in time where
we must have faith in our fellow
man or perish? Are we, or are we
not the rock of honest endeavor;
with the courage to stand up for
our fellow man by risking _his displeasure: by keeping the Ten
Commandments: not only as a
personal principle but also as a
social stand? Those who do not
have the Ten Commandments
cannot call themselves either
Christian or Jewish; but they
should at least be working with a
set of principles that have the
same meaning.
Be honest with yourself and
you cannot be false to others.
Look earnestly at your personal
goals. Evaluate them critically .
You are the future of mankind ,
each one of you ; and me too.
Sarah Louise Polacjek

We all do, but let's be primarily
concerned with those who interfere with public rights.
Specificly, when I go to the library to read, study or research , I
don't want to be distracted and
annoyed by someone snapping
gum, tapping the table or gabbing
(rapping). When I'm in class or in
any room, I don't want to breath
smoke. My right to quiet, in a
place to study, and clean air, in
any place are more inalienable
than someone elses rights to distract make noise and smoke etc.
There must be a hierarchy o"f
values and some organization of
rights if we are to protect these

rights of individuals and avoid
chaos. This philosophy can be ex-·
tended to political, economic, cultrual and almost everything about
our society. I'll be glad to do this,
but at another time.
·
For those of you who chew
gum, smoke, tap fingers and pencils, litter and see they're needless
and above all, see that they don't
interfere with the rights of others.
Maybe you cannot cope with
our sick society without your
habit. If not stay tuned, for I plan
to tell you how we can rid ourselves of such society, and the
cause of all our problems, from
smoking to the God Damn War.

'

Gum snapping & finger tapping
Isn't it a relief to have more
room and less crowded conditions
for the summer trimester.
In spite of the reduced numbers, you still can't escape from
those who have annoying habits .
No matter where you go there's
always a smoker, a litterbug, a
gum snapper, a finger tapper or
just a plain loud mouth.
Right now I'm sitting in A
lounge. I was trying to read some
assigned work, but the gum chewing person nearby is snapping his
cud so much, that I'm prompted
to speak out to all. Therefore you
have this article.
But let's go further than my

complaints about these bothersome habits. I would call these
people inconsiderate, but I sincerely believe that these people
are not aware that they might be
distracting others. They are oblivious to others, but why? Why do
they indulge in such habits, and
why are they oblivious and unconcerned about the natural state
of things and the rights of others
to enjoy and benefit from the natural state of things?
Something is wrong! I mean it
is not natural to smoke and to
chew gum, and ifs not right to do
these things when they infringe
on the rights of others, say, to

have clean air and a quiet room.
It appears to me that those who
indulge in such habits are nervous
wrecks , unable to be in a passive
state without these habits. Such
nervousness is unnatural and
must be caused by something,
say, most likely the sick society
we live in with its false and poor
values, insecurities, and dog-eat
dog nature.
No doubt, a psychological
analysis of each person who indulges in such habits I mentioned
would reveal neurosis and all
sorts of hangups. This is not to
say that those who don't have
such habits do not have hangups.

David W. Huttunen

northeastern print
"Freedom of conscience, of education, of speech, of
assembly are among the very fundamentals of democ rncy and all of them would be nullified should
freedom of the p·ress ev e r be successfully chall e nged."
-Frankli n D. R o o sevelt'
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Frolll ''harinless _o rganic Inatter'' to
putrifying diseased pollution
Shortly after writing the May
27 article concerning the dumping
of wastes if\ Long Island Sound by
the Charles Pfizer Company, I received a reply from that company
in response to a letter I had sent
them earlier.
Their reply was to inform letter
writers "about some aspects of the
situation which were not fully reported in the media." They then
proceeded to tell that the material
they dump is harmless organic
matter that is approximately 70%
water. The material is used as animal feed supplement and the company has over the years fed fish
this exclusive diet of penicillin residues.
What Pfizer failed to realize is
what I have just learned from Dr.

....

Betz in "Man and His Natural Environment". That is, that "harmless organic matter" can quickly
decompose into pollutants worse
than our own sewage. You can
take a sirloin steak and by throwing it into water quickly decompose that steak into putrifying disease carrying pollution. Yes, fish
can live on such material if they
digest it before it decomposes. Pfizer claims to have an environmental control laboratory at Groton
Conneticut, and therefore I feel
unqualified to make such statements over biologists claims of no
problem. However, I as an ele- '
mentary educated ecologist can
not see how "harmless organic
matter" can remain in this form
long. The problem is that of stud-

ies carried on in all walks of life:
the only facts revealed are those
beneficial to the company making ·
the study.
However, the reverse is also
sadly true. Many ecology magazines need sensationalistic headlines to make a profit. This often
leads to overly anti-industrial articles with statistics often as wrong
as the statistics given by the industry themselves. I see this often
myself while reading various
ecological publications, many of
them started for merely capitalistic reasons, caring more for a fast
buck, then for qualified observation on the problems of our environment.
The degree of emotionalism

needed to make people pay any attention often leads writiers to
stretch the truth, and to provide
pure emotionalism where cold
facts are needed. The problems in
our environment are not easily understood or explained, and until
some ecological publications stop
using pure emotionalism to ensure
a profit, other ecological publications plainly presenting the facts
will suffer for it.
If you are truly concerned with

recycling, or have a guilty feeling
every time that you throw away a
can, then you yourself can start
your own recycling drive with
cans. A typical family uses about
one grocery bag full of cans a
week, and by recycling we don't

destroy the land.
All you have to do is step on the
cans (to conserve space) put them
in your grocery bag and when you
think you have enough saved, take
them to the Continental Can Company collection point on Kilpatrick Street Uust east of Cicero) just
south of Grand A venue. Then you
see the huge red, white, and blue
receptacles you will know that you
are there. Just smile at the man
through the window and put your
cans in. All money that the Cont.
Can Co. saves will be donated to
local environmental projects. Isn't
that alot better than to imagine
your next can of Coke rusting out
in some garbage dump? or don't
you care?

Radical Realism at Museum
of Contemporary Art

.

Radical Realism is a term used
to describe work by a group of
artists who paint objective reality
with meticulous precision. Their
work is clean, hard and cool. For
the most part there is an avoidance of sentimentality, personal
emotion or passion, a radical departure from the abstract expressionism of the fifties and the
minimal and color painting of the
sixties.
Artists in the Radical Realist
· group employ a variety of techniques, including sculptured
cut-outs, stencils and spraying.
Many of them paint from photographs. They are concerned with
the reproduced image rather than
with the subject itself, and in this
respect resemble pop artists.
However, the stark emptiness of
their work makes pop art almost
sentimental. Malcolm Morley
chooses images from advertisments. John Clem Clarke works
from projected color slides of
classical paintings. He is more

concerned with method than with
the composition. Both he and
Morley frame their pictures with
wide white margins to create the
impression of a photo album.
Richard Estes is fascinated by the
'ugly,' and so paints the movie
houses, delicatessens and traffic
of New York. The results are uncannily evocative.
In addition to those mentioned,
major works will be on exhibition
by : Richard Artschwager, Robert
Bechtle, Robert Cottingham,
Ralph Goings, Duane Hanson,
John Kacere, Ron Kleeman,
H o w a r d Kanovitz, Richard
McLean, Stephen Posen, John
Salt and Paul Sarkisian.
The works in this exhibition
have been selected to show a
strong contemporary movement
concerned with pop and photo
realism in American art, grouped
under -the designation "Radical
Realism."
Ivan Karp will lecture on the
exhibition, Tuesday, May 25, 8
p.m.

Summer employment
co-op for students
r
A summer employment service
has been initiated by the College
Out-Reach Program, sponsored
by the Jewish Community Centers
of Chicago and the Hillel Foundation. The project is of interest to
students and employers; and it is
of service to the community.
Jewish college students are
looking for jobs, as well as creating them. They are going from
door to door and are willing to fulfill any and all job demands they
can - including a babysitting service and aid to senior adults.
Their incentives: the challenge of
being creative and ingenious, the
fun of working together, and the
hope of finding remunerative employment.
Two students have already
found interesting jobs. They have
been hired by the College OutReach Program itself to help organize the Co-op. Barbara Gilbert,
1667 Northland, Highland Park, a
sophomore at Roosevelt University, and Foster Silins, 4938 N .
Drake, Chicago, and I.LT. student

majoring in design, are being
trained and supervised by professional J.C.C. staff.
Employers and home-makers
are urgently requested to notify
the employment center of any job
openings. Students interested in
working are also invited to contact
the Co-op. Full or part-time positions are available, and many students wish to continue work in the
fall . Skills and services range from
maintanence or clerical work to
computer programming. The students' motto: "To make ourselves
so useful that we must be in demand ."
The College Out-Reach Employment Co-op is located at The
Coach House behind the Rogers
Park J .C.C. , 7 IO I N. Gre.enview
Ave., Chicago. The hours of operation are Monday through Friday,
8:30 a.m. - 5 :00 p.m., and the telephone number is 274-0640.
The College Out-Reach Program is affiliated with the Jewish
Federation of Metropolitan Chicago.

Inner city student teaching
workshop on June 12
Parents of 1971 student teachers at Northeastern Illinois State
College, Bryn Mawr at St. Louis
Avenue, Chicago, are invited to
attend an inner city student teaching workshop to be held in the auditorium of the college, June I 2.

All Northeastern students and _
faculty are invited.
The half-day session begins
with registration at 8:30 a.m. at
the auditorium entrances. President Jerome Sachs will welcome
the participants at 9 a.m.

The office of the director of student teaching at Northeastern,
George Grimes, director , is sponsoring the workshop.
Manford Byq:1 Jr., deputy superintendent of the Chicago public schools, will be the keynote
speaker. His topic will be, "A
Joint-Tenancy: Public Schools
and Teachers' Colleges".
Expected to participate in the
workshop are all the September,
1971 student teachers, former
Northeastern student teachers,
Chicago public schools cooperating teachers, district superintendents, principals, and other administrative personnel from the
Chicago public schools, and the
Northeastern student teaching supervisors and faculty.

F o I I o w i n g the welcome,
Grimes will speak about "Supportive
Efforts".
"Urbanizing
Teaching Education", the next
speech will be given by Dr. Eldridge Scales, dean of the college
of education.
Byrd's keynote address follows
next at 9:30 a.m. Dr. Margaret
Lindman, college supervisor, will
talk about "Behavior Modification in Student Teaching".
Robert Jones, EPP A projects in
the Chicago public schools, will
speak about the "Lead Teacher
Program". Mrs. Velma Thomas,
administrator, pre-kindergarten
child development project in the
Chicago public schools, will talk
about the "Head Start Program".
Mrs. Ethel Greene, college su-

pervisor, will speak on "Human
Relations in Student Teaching".
Norma Bearskin, a case worker at
the American Indian Center, will
tell about the center.
"Reading Problems in the Inner City", is the subject of Dr. Ahmed Fareeed, director of the
Northeastern reading center. Last
speaker of the morning will be
Henry Springs, superintendent,
district eight, Chicago public
schools. His topic will be "Public
School Administrative Support in
Student Teaching" .
Small group sessions are scheduled for 10:45 a.m. to continue until the noon adjournament.
Grimes extended invitations
not only to the September, 1971
student teachers but also to the
adult members of their families .
"The nature of the workshop,"
he said, "suggests the efforts of
Northeastern to establish a "jointtenancy" with the Chicago public
school system in professionally
supporting the student teachers assigned to Chicago schools".

Music Competition Slated
The Concert Series of Northeastern Illinois State College will
be presenting a Music Competition during the month of July.
This contest will be in all categories of original or rearranged
music (instrumental, vocal, jazz,
c I ass i ca 1 , rock, etc.) The
prize-$300.00!!!!!
I. The dates are July 6th and 8th.

The place will be made known to
you at a later date.
2. All entries must be able to perform their music and if possible
submit a score of each composition.
3. All groups must be able to set up
their instruments between 11 am
and 12:30. The contest will start
both days at I pm.

4. Each group will be alloted fifteen minutes to perform. Winner
will be informed one week after
contest.
5. Limitation to 20 groups. You
will be informed to your acceptance by June 21st. ( 10 groups per
day only.)
Applications can be obtained in
the Music building.
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Experimental college project

Halfway house: stepping stone
from seclusion to society
By Marnie Fournier
Halfway House, a rehabilitation center, is the
stepping stone from the seclusion of a mental institution to society. For outsiders, it was surprising to walk inside such a · somber place and see
smiling people.
A question arose. How can you still find happy, hopeful and smiling people in a place like
this? The answer came almost immediately. A
small group of students under the guidance of
Tom Klein were planning and discussing the
Sunday afternoon program in the happy atmosphere of the dining room of Halfway House.
Twins Esther and Fran Kusy twirled patients
through dance steps around the dining hall while
Tom I_Gein lent a listening ear to jokes. Robert L.
(Bob) Huffman darted in and out among the
patients with a camera. Esther said, "Some of
these people came from a mental institution, so
Halfway House is like heaven to them."
Dr. Victor Dufour and Mrs. Dorette Walner
of NISC are working as a team to coordinate the
program
at Hazel-Wilson
Halfway
House
through the Experimental College at NISC. Tom
Klein has been appointed as the program coordinator at Halfway House, 4544 Hazel.
· Halfway House is administrated by Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Weiss. Mr. Weiss was a nurse in the
army. He saw people cracking and his experiences inspired him to start the Halfway
House on Hazel Ave. There are a number of other appmved Halfway Houses in Chicago. According to Mr. Weiss, "The best thing I can say
about our Halfway House is that the people
themselves become happier. They are enthusiastic about the activities started by the NISC students here."
Since the Halfway House project has been
started by NISC, the Hazel-Wilson Tribune, the
house newspaper, heads the list of activities.
There is a&> a photography club under the direction of Bob Huffman. Committees are formed by
~~ patients. The patients have titles and responsibilit!es. Reading and writing classes have been
orgamzed. Boat trips, a field trip, a zoo excursion, plays and musical events are only a few
of the many activities planned by the students.
According to Mrs. Walner, "Through these
activities and the enthusiasm of these NISC students, we can become useful now in our own
society without looking for revolutionary ideas
or creating more turmoil and unrest. Many
young Americans have lost sight of their goals
and ideals. But these Pioneers in Action from
NISC are trying to be useful right here and now.
NISC should give a hand to these Pioneer students, this small nucleus of people who are saving
the name of the "contemporary student." These
people are not the radicals, but the people with
positive, constructive ideals. These Pioneers are
in a class 9f their own. They do not represent the
average student who has every possession he de- .
sires and by 21 has limited goals.
This group of students are not among the ones
who are "mentally retired." They are the enthusiasts from NISC who are committed to a
worthy cause. Esther said, " At first, when I began the project in early May, I found the situation depressing but I was enthusiastic about
helping the people. The most shocking impression was seeing this helpless mass of people sitting around the lobby doing nothing. A lot of
them had lost the will to live . They just wanted to
die. Then they found out that someone cared
about them and that made the difference."
"One of us is always in the office to talk to the
people. It is a person to person interaction. When
t~y talk to a psychiatrist or social worker, the
patients tend to feel that they are being ~nalyzed.
When they talk to one of us, they know we're
here to reach out for them with a friendly understanding of their everyday problems."
"When we first came, the patients were skeptical about putting !heir faith in us . Now they're
happy about it."
Esther remarked, "I love people. My mother
owns a snack shop. That's where I really came in
contact with all kinds of people. I love kids too. In
the mornings, I teach at Pre sentation Grammar
School through the Experimental College at NISC.
In the afternoons, I help out at Halfway House."
"We try to consider ourselves not as social
workers but as participants and organizers," said
Bob Huffman. "Patients come to me. They like
to talk. This gives me a good feeling. They respond frightfully but are willing to enter society

to obtain jobs and mingle. " Bob has plans of going into teaching with a major in speech and a
minor in psychology.
Tom Klein is the program coordinator at Halfway House through the Experimental College at
NISC. Tom, realizing the responsibilities required as a Program Coordinator, was spending
more time at the home. Upon the awareness of
his successful planning and deep understanding
of these helpless people and the great need _for
such a program, the administrator appointed him as a
full-time salaried coordinator. Tom is a newcomer to
this country. He spent three years in the Israeli army
as a first lieutenant and participated in the Six-day
war.
Born in Romania, raised in a Israeli kibbutz
and having spent much time in other European
countries, Tom experienced many uprootings.
Living in the kibbutz allowed him to experience
personal interaction with many different types of
people.
For him, as well as for the other students, Hazel-Wilson was a new experience. Tom was planning to graduate in chemistry but as a result of his
involvement here, he is planning to go into medical school and psychiatry.
Mrs. Walner mentioned, "When we visited the
Home before the program was approved by the
Experimental College, we felt that with the help
or a handful of enthusiatic students, we could
cheer up the people here. It is so much more
exciting and interesting to put into practice the
theoretical and psychological knowledge learned
in a classroom. No one needs more help in this
world than these people. When they see us coming with a smile and full of life, they smile back. I
want people here at NISC and outside to see that
there are those who are not concerned with revolutions or subversive governmental act1v1t1es.
Our involvement in the Halfway House through
NISC proves this. There are some students inter. ested in helping people who really need it. These
young enthusiastic students bring a little life into
the patients' somber days. Let's not forget we are
all more or less mentally upset at times. The difference between these people and ourselves is
that they were not able to cope with their environment. Let's reach out to help them so that
they can eventually help themselves and become
useful again in society."
Then To111 continued discussing the activities.
"The patients were seeing dry, technical movies
about agriculture and industry. So I brought in
fil!JlS with a little life in them like Charlie Chaplin and Oliver and Hardy comedies. At first there
were only a few chairs at the movies but gradually more and more were added. Just like any
normal individual, these people enjoy human interest stories that are connected with life, something that they can relate to. The livelier movies
invited more chairs, progress and positive action."
"Last Sunday we went to the beach with a
group of about 40 patients. Along the beach were
bicyclists and -people walking. The patients met
members of the community who earlier did not
accept Halfway House people. This time they ac- .
cepted the patients and participated in games.
They got along well together. The patients met a
doctor and his wife who had a nice intelligent
conversation on politics and everyday opinions
on life."
"The patients are given responsibilities in
these activities. They have titles designating
their posts. Everyone is responsible for something. I don't want them to feel that we are the
one's that are pushing them to do things. I want
them to know they are doing things on their own.
We give them the ideas and they organize the
activities."
"One of the best activities that make these
people -feel alive and participating are the social
parties where they can get in contact with each
other and people from the outside. Interaction is
important, because then they are not just interested in themselves. Getting interested means
getting well. The parties start on a volunteer
basis. We usually bring the people into the dining,._
room and start a little -singing. We teach them a
new song and start a sing-along. The singing is
accompanied by clapping and the piano. We
draw them out of their shyness gently and have
ways of encouraging · them -from withdrawing.
Some of them have lost contact with each other.
We started the singing and dancing socials to
make the patients feel important .. .like in the
good old days when they used to be active young

I

people."
Reading and wntmg classes came in effect after we realized that some people do not have
more then an elementary school diploma. They
were ashamed to tell this to anyone before.
Through their confidence in us, they have let us
in on this life secret. The reading and writing
classes were introduced and are being developed
by the Kusy sisters.
Quite often, the administrator will ask for the
students' opinions and suggestions about a particular patient. In some instances, the patients
don't even want to talk to each other. One patient
commented, "How do you talk to anyone here,
they're all crazy?"
"One patient was afraid of everything, of
height, of walking outside. He was an introvert
and skeptical of everything and everybody. He
didn't want to talke to anyone. We had to drag
the words out of him. Finally he opened up when

he saw we weren't analyzing him. We were interested in him not as a patient but as a person. After
a while, he had enough confidence in Tom to take
a walk with him. It was really tremendous that he
had faith in him. Having walked with him a number
of blocks, this iridividual threw his hands up and
yelled, 'God, I am free again!" This was one of the
most gratifying experiences of my life."
When Mrs. Walner started the Halfway House
project through the Experimental College, she
only wanted a few volunteers from · NISC, who
were receiving credit hours. The credit hours are
not as important as volunteering to help these
patients. When a volunteer applies, he is screened
and interviewed. The volunteer must like people
and must like working with thein.
Mrs. Walner mentioned that Tom Klein · and
Bob Huffman contacted the social workers and
psychiatrists. He investigated the possibilities of
job opportunities for the patients. Then he drove
the patients to work in his own car because they
need this kind of personal encouragement. Tom
maintains this personal contact with each
patient. Many of them don't have families so they
need to know someone cares. If you don't have a
family, you have to have somebody. Some families put the patients here. Other patients use Halfway House as a home from a job on the outside. It
is state financed. There are some family contributions. Social workers and aids are on the staff
but the NISC volunteers like to consider themselves friends of the patients or participants on a
person to person basis.
Tom said he has contact with other Halfway
Houses and things will mushroom . He added,
· "The best way of learning about the patients is by
interviewing them personally. We found out that
many of them are interested and ready to get i_nvolved in certain industrial training centers provided by the state. We have to help them to try to
discipline themselves again to work. We try to see
the outside world from the patient's point of
view. We find out what the patient needs and how
society can meet these needs."
As the NISC students said, "When we first
came to Halfway House, we intended to just talk
to the patients. But we found out that we can do
much more. We can give them hope for a new
life."
"A smile is our thanks for what we're doing
: here."
DEAR READER:
Your reaction to this article is more than welcome. If you are still interested in this project
after reading this article and want to express your
opinion, please contact Tom Klein at Hazel-Wilson Halfway House - 561-7241 or 561-7242.
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Talking about- the subject of "whether or not to ·get involved" is
really big these days; the personal sacrifice can, at times, be rather
extensive, and the ramifications following such an act can plague one
on and on, right out of sight ....
I have a friend -actually a very good friend, as a matter of fact- who
rather conspicuously walks · around the halls here with a nifty splint
taped garishly to his little finger. It's hard to miss, especially for him.
He gets it crammed into the typewriter, often, and finds · it an excrutiating task to perform even the simple tasks in life like buttoning a
button and composing a concerto in E Flat Minor, by hand. To the
point, the finger is broken.
To disclose how this occurred would take a fairly detailed account of
what actually happened, even though the actual time that elapsed was
relatively small. The essence of what happened will therefore, be brief.
My friend "W.W.", or call him Bill, studied until about midnight one
weeknight fairly recently and decided to take a bike ride around the
block to unwind before bed. While out riding, he came upon a couple of
kids huddled around a park bench in the local park-which wasn't as
remarkable as the very singular "_sawing" sound that accompanied the
scene.
0 .K ., the park bench wasn't calling out "Help! Someone is sawing
me in h,alf!" Apparently no life was in immediate danger. So why get
involved . Why? Because.
For every -wooden park bench, a sacrificed tree is represented .
That's why . A public park is just that-public, not for the whims of
private destruction, but for all to enjoy (it's a known fact that after dark
this park becomes - not the property of all, but-an exclusive region
controlled by the "brute" force of youth.) That's why. And , public park
equipment costs money, ironically more from the older people who pay
the bulk of taxes, than from the younger, many of them teenage, who

JEAN SCENE

too often are immaturely insensitive to the relative values of property,
public and private. That, too, is why.
Well , Bill stopped. And he asked, with a minimum of animosity, "Hi
there-how come you're sawing that park bench is half? And ,
prudently or not, he was involved.
The events that followed are consisely, yet not biasedly, reported:
With no further provocation than a straight attempt' at reasoning with
him (mistake), an 18 year old kid-who had with him a German
Shepherd dog not previously noticed as part of the group -openly
attacked Bill combining the otherwise unprovoked dog as both a
weapon and shield. It was out of personal defense, therefore , that Bill,
one leg still in the dog's mouth and a finger broken in the melee, tore
away from the dog and the kid, and sought the help of the police. Which
are not bad guys to have around when you need them, contrary to
popular opinion.
Unfortunately, involving the police involved additional
hassle -paperwork, social implications and the general disdain of one's
peers. And the mounting responsibilities of such personal involvement
are becoming - right out of sight ....
You may draw your own conclusions, at leisure; Bill probably
wishes, right now, that he could too. In the meantime consider the
problems behind "getting involved" next time someone moans over the
radio that nobody does-and then, what the hell, go ahead and do it
anyway ...
Speaking of vandalism (is that what we were speaking of) Northeastern is a beautiful example of the wonders of rip-off. Take. the
missing typewriters for instance-somebody did. And the calculators ;
and the taperecorder the Print office suddenly lost over last break. Of
course you could counter that theft-professional or amateur-isn't
vandalism; but I see little difference concerning the outcome.
The cigarette burns that cover the carpet in the B Lounge are, I
suppose, of a more minor consequence, yet destruction all the same.
And the "repairs and replacements" on the Commuter Center Financial Reports seem slightly over proportioned lately , since people appear
to be dropping off their cafeteria trays in the local garbage cans and ,
obscure corners, and maybe their car trunks - the 1971 winter trimester report, for instance, shows $1,098.10 for food trays replaced,
believe it or not. This covers the purchase of 600 new
trays-600!-which evens out to about one hundred trays "lost" per
trimester ....
Not included were the suspicious amounts of silverware that disappear over the terms, the glassware (that is still used), or the thirty
chairs that sit now in the storeroom, waiting for reconditioning due to
rips, slits and tears.
It all mounts up -figuratively and literally-and we all wind up
paying for it sooner or later.

1 YR. OLD BIRTHDAY

A place_for
everything
Placement
speakers
Mrs. Barbara Vance, Director
of the Detroit Teacher Corps Program, will preside in the Placement Office Conference Room today, June 10, from 9:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
This program, being presented
by the NISC Placement Office, is
geared to those people seeking advancement in special education.
A complete report with more
details will be posted on the Placement Bulletin Board when received. Sign up sheets are available in the Placement Office.
JUNE 14
James Knott of the Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater
Chicago will speak Monday, June
14, at 2 p.m. in room E-128 to all
majors interested in the environment. Since a sizeable number <)f
p o s i t i o n s in environment;, I
agencies require some biology an ·
or chemistry background, majo, ,
in this area should find this of par
ticular interest.
JUNE 16
Dean Lemke of the Social Security Administration will speak
with students of all majors concerning employment opportunities from 12 noon to 1 p.m.
. Wednesday, June 16, in the Placement Office Conference Room.
Individual interviews will be held
from 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. A special
invitation is extended to Spanish
majors who could work well with
applicants who would prefer to
communicate in Spanish.

SALE

FREE
PANTS for EVERYONEI

.:

JUNE 14-19

•

MALE

•

LANDLUBBER

BUY1 PAIR,
GET 2nd PAIR

FREEi!

• U.S. MALE
• LEE

,,

ALL PANTS
in the store!

• TADS
• A-1

JEAN SCENE
3394 W. FOSTER AVE.
5 MIN. FROM NISC
Phone 588-2686
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Take A Trip . ...
Come ... Fly With Us
Group and Charters; Regular Departures

Hujambo
Rafiki

I

•

$200 .00

1

I

,

T

·

Special fares to Europe and Asia and
Special Study Tours.

.. from Nigeria. It is believed to symbolice Unity.
ON BLACK JOURNALISM: Black Journalism does, in my opinion,
what it does and does it well . Sure, the tools of grammer used are most
often Anglo-Saxon or Western-European in origin but Black writers
use these tools directively. Black Journalism is about the "assimilation,
education, integration, separation and socialization" of its Black folk.
Black Journalism is another major contribution to the continued wealth
of "a free society".
One hundred years before a people of West-Africa were brought to
the shores of the east coast, a Black mighty and majestic empire
flourished in West Africa. This empire was called Songhai in 1492, just
about the time a sailor from Europe rediscovered America which was
owned by the native Indians. Black scholors could be found at the
University of Timbuktu. Then as Africa history tells me there was no
need for Journalism as we know it today. However, historical records
were written and kept though.
Friction, however, ensued with the domination of the European
culture upon the African culture. This friction was inevitable. In my
continued opinion, this struggle has been a catalystic agent in the
perpetuation of Black Journalism.
When Blacks told their half of the truth, often times that truth was the
whole of the total truth.

This need, not only to contribute but to have Blacks established
because they too are people, who have walked the dirt roads and paved
avenues of noble greatness. Before and after being brought to these
United States, this need was and still is much imbedded in the fabric of
our netwOFk just as our African identity was which had been deliberately distorted by the dominant power, to the point of self and heritage
disorientation. The richness in the American heritage belongs as well to
the Black people. Why? We took an active part in its growth. Most
often by being exploited.
The Black-American today in the year 1971 are about their life style
roles in a country that has much good to offer to world cultures.
African Journalism, which is another form of Black writing, is rising
to the cause of political, cultural, economic and Black truth of Black
people. I often ponder what will be the final role of Black Journalism in
the present continental life styles of cultures. I can not say. I can only
ponder at this point of Black Jouranlism. Black Journalism is the
spokesman of Black people. At best, Black Journalism even articulates
for white Journalism and other minority Journalism. I can say this from
the stand point that a literary perspective often looks and sees what it
wants to see or hat must be seen and conveyed.
From a mythical frame of reference, the "Black Mystique", or post
colonial residual elements which have remained with all Blacks, especially the Black writers, has always been an intriguing aspect of Black
Journalism. Black Journalism moves throughout the spectrum of "Blackness" - eve~_moves at times beyond itself.

BETTER LATE THAN
NEVER . . ... the time is around

On Running" it takes you into
songs like "Somebody Help Me,"
1966 and your crusing with your "Stevies Blues," "Can't Get
fave chick, or whatever, when all' Enough of It," "I'm a Man," and
of a sudden you find yourself of course "Gimme Some Lovin'
Name ....... ........... ........... ........ ..... ... .... .. .. groovin' to one of the toughest
". Stuck in there somewhere is a
Address ...................... ..... .. .. ..... ....... ..... . records ever on radio (this was superb version of Robert Johnwhen you still listened to top 40) sons' "Crossroads" that he did
City .... ....... ........ ... . State ............ Zip .... . the single turns out to be "Gimme with Eric Clapton and the powSome Lovin' " by some obscure erhouse under the pseudonysm of
band called the Spencer Davis Steve Anglo because of album
Group. You and the V.S. record contracts. The second half of side
buyers made this one of the hot- two features work from the first
test songs of the year and ev(:ry- Traffic album "Mr. Fantasy." At
one was convinced that Spencer this time Winwood, along with
Davis was the greatest Black flutist Chris Wood , drummer Jrm
singer since Sam Cooke. This Capaldi and occasional guitarist
great new "Black" singer turned • Dave Mason was into an exout to be an 18-year old· White perimental thing which was quite
Englishman named Stev~ Win- progressive if you look at the muwood, who not only sang the tune, sic scene at the time "Mr. Fantabut wrote and played organ on sy" was released . Besides the title
"Lovin'". Five years and quite a cut "Winwood" also includes
few albums later, Winwood is just "Dealer," "Smiling Phases," "Pabeginning to achieve the no-hype per Sun", "Coloured Rain" and
,,
Superstar status he has deserved "Heaven Is In Your Mind" from
since the success of "Gimme this period. At this time Steve was
Some Lovin' "· Over the last few q u i t e
a
mulyears he has played the part of ti-instrumentalist-writing and
innovator (in Traffic) the super- singing his own material besides
star (as in Blindfaith and Bakers' playing excellent guitar, bass, and
PHONE • 478-6276
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL
Air Force). But for someone keyboards. From the next two
who'd
like to get into Winwood's traffic albums "Traffic" and
NISC STUDENTS
past work, it would cost a fortune "Last Exit", we get "Vagabond
&FACULTY
to purchase all these LPs. With Virgin," "Forty Thousand Headthat in mind, United Artists has men" and "Medicated Goo."
just released a low-priced 2
The next stage in Steve Winr---...
- ...
- --:...
- --,...
- -- ...
- ...
- _-.,..
- .,,
- ...
- .,,.
--;,.-..,
- ,..
- ...
-_
- _- .,.
-_
.;.:;_-'_::..:.. · record study of his music called woods career is where he left
"Winwood" (UAS-9950). Far Traffic in anticipation of Superfrom being a "best of . . ." this star Status with Clapton, Baker,
record contains a good sampling and Gretch in Blind Faith. This
of all the musical styles Stevie period is documented with the
attempted in all his respective first cut on side four "Sea of Joy"
groups .
from the one and only Blind Faith
Side one includes some of the album. Not exactly the high point
better cuts that Winwood did with in his career, Winwood was still
the Spencer Davis Group. Start- the backbone of Blind Faith and
ing with their first single "Keep his talent shines through in certain
(Continued on page 7)
EURASIA TOURS, INC.
251 West 42 St .
New York, N.Y.
Phone : 239-6607

SHAFER
FLORISTS

BRYN MAWR
KIMBALL

Harambi.

Folk, Classic, Electric
100' s of New and Used Guitars
"Martin Headquarters"
Guild, Gibson, Fender, Garcia
Songbooks - Lessons
Expert Repairs
We Buy and Trade

W~e, &nunh Jnst
866-6866 ·'

In 1949, when lhe American cor buy•r
hod his choice of cors like the De Soto, the Hudson
or the Studebohr, two intrepid souls bought Volbwogens.
It turns out they were more forsighted thon foolhardy.
Becouse todoy there oren't mony De Sotos, Hudsons
or Studebohrs oround.
& 1 there ore quite o few Volltswogens. More thon
thrH ond o holf million ot lost count.
Seldom hos so littfe come so far.

GLENLAKE

Raoul's Pub
6350 N. Lincoln
Lincoln and Devon
Open 4 p.m. ti/ 4 a.m.
Cocktail Hours 4 ti/ 7 p .m.
2 for the price of 1

Ladles Night-Every Thurs . .
5c Beer-25c Mix Drinks
Wed. - 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. 1 dollar
All the beer you can drink

All Drinks 60c - Beer 30c

VOLKSWAGEN
6035 N. BROADWAY
Open Eves.
B
Closed Sun . ~
R S- 3SOO

Head Shop
The Third Rail
10:00 - 9:00
ldaysa week

waterbeds
beads
shirts
incense
belts

lmM YOUR OWN Ii□RN WITH
APPAREL FROM
3401 W. LA WR ENCE

■

CHGO.

co

7-0220

4935 W. OAKTON

478-2400
3350 W. Bryn Mawr

SKOKIE
677-1381
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Cast for Under Milk Wood
Announced
Cinema

sacrifice everything to some notion of conformity. After much
thought, Thomas abandoned the
idea of comparing Llareggab with
the rest of the world, and concentrated on presenting a picture of
the town during a period from the
middle of one night on through to
the middle of the next.

James
Martin

by James Martin

THE DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH AND PERFORMING ARTS
AND STAGE PLAYERS PRESENT

Modern Dance at NISC
On Thursday evening, June
24th, at 8:00 PM, the Modern
Dance group, Orchesis, will
present their first spring concert.
It is entitled "Dance Et al" and
·will be in the auditorium.

BY DYLAN

THOMAS

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE
JUNE 18,19,24,25,26
8: 30 PM

LITTLE THEATRE

TICKETS - FREE WITH N.I.S.C. I.D.
AUDITORIUM BOX OFFICE
WEEKDAYS
11:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

MONDAY AND THURSDAYS
6:00 P.M . to 8:00 P.M.

The program includes
"Unispse" a mixed media product
on with an experimental film compiled by Dale Berman, Carol
Naegte, and Mark Thompson.
Melanie Mirek performs "Azoic"
to the Doors and Pat Kazek solos

to Deofol on Witchcraft Cover.
Other dances include "Hermina"
to Black Orpheus and "Bye Bye
Love" to Simon and Garfunkel.
The Northeastern Modern
Dance group are conveying
unique original ideas through
body movement. There is abs traction, convulsion, contraction, commotion , sophistication and good old comedy all
in the space of one evening. The
group is under the direction of
Trina Collins.

free classifieds
____________
.

For Sole -Puppies, Mother is Chesapeake
Bay Retriever, Father-? Coll Dove -7240097.

For Sale-'69 Camara, ss 350, 335 rear
end, posi , 3 -spd., 4 bar. corb., shackles,
chrome wheels, extras, must sacrifice-631 -9149.
Wanted-Good home for one '53 Pontiac
3-door hearse . (Yeah, that's right, It's a
hearse) with engine transplant. 370 cu.
in. 375 H.P. Mill. bored .060. isky com
and kit, sol ids, matched ports, balanced, tri-power, primer gray with
chrome reverse. Buckets. 60 .. fin ished
and barely streetable. Needs mucho
work so unless your a wrench or have
heavy change, forget it . A real crowd
pleaser for all you overcompensotors.
Need the money asking $550. Coll Terry
7B4-4335.

I

__;·__;

Fo r Sole-New Illuminated Make-up Mirror- 10" Round Regular and magnifi ed
mirrors, on-off switch. Adjust mirror to
any angle . Best offer! Ask for Pot on the
4th floor, mornings except Tuesday.
1963 Fender Telecaster guitar and case
and 1959 Gibson ES335 to gu itar and
hardshell case. Best offer for either.
772-1865.
For Sol e- Book shelf speaker system-2½
cubic feet boss reflex enclosures w ith
J .B. Lansing LE12C, two way speakers
both $220.00 . Two Shure Unidyne B Microphones, High Impedance, with stand
adapters, 15' of ca ble, and three w ay
plug connectors, both $45.00. Call 637037B, ask for Bud on Mondays an d
Tuesdays around 5 :00 or leave message.

ENTRIES FOR 1971 NAIA GOLF TOURNEY
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ALL SPORTS
by BRIAN KILMNICK, Sports Editor
The sports scene at N .I.S.C. is pretty dormant at this juncture, and
so I am going to discuss the national sports scene, maybe I am not
supposed to, but, that never stopped me before.
As most of you know, last Saturday, Canonero II. failed in his
attempt to become horse racing's first Triple Crown winner in 23 years.
The Triple Crown is composed of the Kentucky Derby, the Preakness,
and the Belmont Stakes. The winner of Saturday's Belmont Stakes was
a 34-1 shot with the athletic name of Pass Catcher.
The rhubarb between the Baltimore Orioles and the White Sox is old
news but I would like to give my brief view on the matter. There is n?
place in Baseball for fights. Nobody but Bart Johnson knows for sure if
he threw a sku ll grazer at Don Buford. There is no place for the
beanball in Baseball either. So let us let everything be forgotten and
root the White Sox and for that matter the Cubs on to victory, even
though every person in his or her right mind knows my ASTROS are
going to win their divisional championship, the National League Playoff, and the World Series!!!
The Football season is not far off, well at least summer practice is not
and soon the Golden Eagles will embark on their second successful
season on the gridiron. All Hail the Conquering Heroes!
.
I would like to express my congratulations to Ken Holtzman on his
second Major League NO-HITTER. Anytime any pitcher fires a
NO-HITTE R in any league anywhere he certainly has a great deal of
credit coming to him . Ask Mad urn and Gober.
I suppose somebody in the Intramural Sports Department is angry at
me but it is not my fault that our paper comes out bi-monthly during the
summer. I would bet that not many of you people out there knew that.
Co-Ed Volleyball rosters had to be submitted by May 28th and that
play began on June 1st. I will be doing some coverage on that sport.
Look for some indepth coverage in the future.
I bet most of you people out there did not know that the N .A .I.A.
Golf tournament is being held this week .... The entire field has been
set for the 20th annual tournament. Rockford College, as always, will
be the hosts. Defending Champion, Campbell College of Buies Creek,
North Carolina returns. In this tournament each N .A. I.A . District is
represented. Sin.ce Northeastern is in District 20 we are represented by
Eastern llinois. This is the way the field shapes up if any of you out
there are interested.

District Team and Location

Judas-Haw's your silver? BUM
Dear Paul of Tarsus, If you come up
wi th a good offer perhaps I'll think
twice about my retirement. Yours in
Christ, M .M.

I Eastern Washington State College, Cheney, Washingt~
2 Southern Oregon College, Ashland, Oregon
3 United States International University, San Diego, California
4 Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches, Texas
5 Rocky Mountain College, Billings, Montana
6 Wofford College, Spartanburg, North Carolina
7 Eastern New Mexico University, Portales, New Mexico
8 Prairie View A&M College, Prairie View, Texas
9 Central State College, Edmond, Oklahoma
IO Baker University, Baldwin City, Kansas
11 Hastings College, Hastings, Nebraska
12 Northern State College, Aberdeen, South Dakota
13 Concordia College, Moorhead , Minnesota
14 W.S.U. Whitewater, Whitewater, Wisconsin
15 Central College, Pella, Iowa
16 Drury College, Springfield, Missouri
17 (Open) Filled by Angelo State of #4, San Angelo, Texas
18 Slippery Rock State College, Slippery Rock, Pa.
19 York College, York, Pa.
20 Eastern Ill. University, Charleston, Illinois
21 Manchester College, N . Manchester,.. Indiana
22 Ohio Northern Univeristy, Ada, Ohio
23 Detroit College, Dearborn, Michigan
24 Christian Brothers College, Memphis, Tenn.
25 Columbus College, Columbus, Ga.
26 Gardner-Webb College, Boiling Springs, NC
27 St. Bernard College, St. Bernard, Alabama
28 West Liberty State College, West Liberty, W . Va.
29 Campbell College, Buies Creek, NC
30 Northwestern State University, Natchitoches, Louisiana
31 Plattsburg State, Plattsburg, NY
32 Salem State College, Salem, Mass

Happy Birthday Meg Crellin, where ever
you aren ' t . Fran

Howard Post-Why are you being so nice
to us? Are you all right? Fran and Betty
of the Nook
Uncle Ernie is alive and well in the Little
Theater.
To the guy who took eighty gift packs-

LME,
Betty Gialesses-the pin ball queen.
"Under Milk Wood "
My Dear Scrawny Buzzard: Can't help
falli,ig in love with you. Much love,
Sexy.
Wanted-One Long BT with a beautiful
smile. Wanted very much. P.S. If legs
too long, willing to take BT with no
knees and stiff legs instead.
My Handsome Buzzard : Happy 3rd An niversary!! Wish I could be with you to
celebrate it. But just you wait till October!!! Much love, Your Sexy 3 year old.
For Sale-Chevy Impala 1966, six cylinder-standard transmission, AM radio,
new tires and battery, 42,000 miles, offers invited. Call 539-6252 evenings.
Wanted -Need used whell chair for elderly lady. Call-The A .V. Dept. on Wed.
or Fri. after 6:00 or GR7-6585 and leave
a number . Ask for Monroe.

classifieds

" Under Milk Wood " by Dylan Thomas.

Kodak Duo Six Twe nty, 3.5 lens 1 to
1-500 takes 16 pictures 15/s by 2¼ on
roll of 620 film-$10 .00-Bush Press 4x5
,;.,ith revolving back and synchronized
MX lenses . Includes 9 cut film holders, 1
film pack adapter, 2-2¼x3¼ Roll film
adapters, 2 hard rubber developing
tanks, six sta inless steel cut film devel oping holders, 1 flash gun, 2 rolls of
color film, 5 rolls of bland and white no.
6 2 0 f i I m . All of the above$130.00-Twin lens Yashica with case,
and telephoto lenses. Takes twelve pictures on roll of 127 film-$30 .00. Call
677 -5508, Ask for Al.

Jesus Christ Superstar, 8 track lope,
For Sale-'64 Olds " 88" P.S. P.B., Auto.
_b_ra_n_d_n_e_w_,_$_6._5_0._C_a_ll_A_r_t-_K_E_9-_5_6_14_._ _ V-8 Interior like new. Just tuned up.
.$375 or offer-Call Randy 539-3558 .
Win a 1972 Pinto! Earn free clothes.
Have a Beeline Party . Call Ellen LorentFor Sale-Reasonable Red-Super Delu x 90
_ze_n_-4_3_7_-6_9_6_7_
. - - - - - - - - -· Honda, Excellect condition-used only
two months 2,000 miles on gauge.
1965 Sunbeam · Imp-New clutch and
Bought new. Call evenings OR4-5874 or
electrical system, rebuilt engine, many
leave message at 976-7733-R. Jacobs.
new parts. Almost 40 m.p .g. - 338-5122.
Heavy blues organist needed
Call Ross - ROl -9017.

badly.

Anyone graduating in August who
needs a job in September and would
like to work in the Social Security Dept.
can call Mr. Perez. 353-5592 $6,000. to
$10,000. pay depending on scores
achieved.

Tutoring in the three basic biology
courses available. These include Organ isms, Cel I and Populations. Associated
with Biology Club. Fee $2.00 per hour
Phone numbers of tutors available are
posted outside of B-135-Than k you,
Dennis R. Sans, Bio. Club President
(sponsored by Dr. Jules Lerner and Miss
Susan Rose M.S.) .

MALE OR FEMALE
IF YOU HAVE A DRIVER'S LICENSE

DRIVE A YELLOW
APPLY NOW-START WORK IMMEDIATELY
OR AT THE END OF THE SEMESTER
Just telephone CA 5-6692 or
Apply in perso n at 120 E. 18th St.

EARN UP TO $50 OR MORE DAILY
DRIVE A YELLOW
DAY, NIGHT or WEEKENDS

Work from garage near home or school

MALE AND FEMALE
MINIMUM AGE 18

CHECKER TAXI
NOW HIRING
FOR SUMMER
• WORK FULL OR PART TIME
• DETERMINE YOUR OWN DAYS OFF
• WORK DAYS OR NIGHTS
• NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY -WE WILL TRAIN
• EARN $150 TO $200 PER WEEK

VISIT OR CALL

MR. HARRIS
845 WASHINGTON
8:00 to 4:30 DAILY

CALL

8:00 to 11 :00 SAT.

421-1314

